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Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

WR

DOB (Age)

6-17-93 (25)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Hawkins, Brian

TEAM

Washington Redskins15–4th–WAS

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

DUKE (NCDU)

Prospect (Last, First)

Crowder, Jamison

2017: at STL 9/17, at PHI 10/23, vs MIN 11/12, at NO 11/19, at SDG 12/10

24

Winning %

51%

Positions Started

INJURIES

2017: Lead team in receptions (66) and receiving yards (789); 2016: Lead team in Yards 

after Catch (383), 2nd on team in receptions (67) and 3rd in receiving yards (847), 2nd 

Team Pro Bowl Alternate 

Fourth-year Slot receiver who has started 21 out of 47 career games, including 1 playoff game in 2015. Played in

15 regular-season games in 2017, including 6 starts. Played 66 percent of snaps in 2017, including 16 percent of

Special Teams snaps. In 2017, played under Offensive Coordinator Matt Cavanaugh, who was formerly the

Redskins quarterback coach, where he is utilized as a Slot receiver in primarily 10 and 11 personnel groupings

aligning primarily in the Slot, but will occasionally line up as a Z or X, running primarily short and intermediate

routes. Has played under the same Wide Receiver coach, Ike Hilliard, his entire career. Marginal height and

adequate weight, compact body with short, powerful legs and marginal arm length, displays solid athletic ability

with solid short area burst, COD, quickness, agility and balance. Solid release, vs. Off-Man coverage exhibits solid

ability to quickly close cushion by DB using solid explosiveness and solid quickness out of stance. When being

pressed at the LOS, demonstrates solid play strength when using a high-hand swipe against defender attempting

to jam above the chest, solid quickness and COD to sell routes by getting DBs of solid ability to open hips and off-

balance using a jab step with head and shoulder fake. Solid in Stem Phase, using good ability to process

coverages by locating vacated areas within underneath zone coverage, ability to lower hips, bend knees,

contributing to solid ability to separate on Short and Intermediate Routes. Demonstrates solid hands and ball

tracking skills, consistently extending his arms and catching balls thrown within his catching radius. When

thrown the ball in a stationary position on hitch routes and on intermediate crossing and corner routes

consistently catches with arms and hands extended and secures ball, with solid body control and concentration.

Exhibits good competitive toughness by showing ability to maintain ball security after absorbing hits from

behind after securing catch. Exhibits good YAC due to his quickness, COD, ability to read blockers and Play

Strength. On Smoke screens, demonstrates mental processing through patience in allowing blockers to set up,

and processing leverage of blockers to maximize yardage. Utilizes good strength as shown by lowering his

shoulders and body lean to gain 2-3 yards after contact against DBs and Safeties. Adequate ability to stretch the

field vertically due to adequate long speed. When DBs with good foot speed open their hips and run, he struggles

to create separation on Deep routes. Adequate ability to run block due to lack of upper body strength and

adequate weight against DE, S and LB. Does not consistently utilize extended arms and wide base to sustain

blocks. Overall, he is starting Slot receiver that you can win with and is a reliable receiver who understands how

to process zone coverages. He is most valuable in a passing scheme that utilizes quick and intermediate passing

game concepts to take advantage of his quickness and play strength to gain YAC. Lacks the long speed to be a

viable threat on Deep routes.  

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

47

Games Started

21

Games Won

Ability to stretch field vertically, Separation at top of Stem on Deep routes, Run blocking 

PROJECTION Starting Slot receiver that you can win with when utilized within a Quick and Intermediate 

passing game with routes that include hitches, 3-step Slants, Quick Outs and Crossing 

routes. He is also valuable as a Screen receiver who can pick up YAC. Will succeed against 

defensive schemes that run a lot of zone coverages. 

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
Attacking voids in Zone, Quickness to get upfield after the catch, Play strength after the 

catch, Short and Screen routes (Hitches, Slants, Quick Outs, Jail Break Screens) 

WORST

Slot

Fits into a scheme that aligns him in the Slot alone and within Bunch and Stack formations 

in a Quick and Intermediate passing game, utilizing his mental processing ability to find 

vacant areas in Zone 

2015: Hamstring Pull (Left); 2016: Hamstring (Right); 2017: Hamstring (Left)- Missed 

Week 9

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


